
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

OF “COOPERATION BETWEEN LAW ENFORCEMENT ORGANIZATIONS” 

INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE 

 

Under mandate of Ministry of Justice Law Enforcement University in collaboration with other 

relative law enforcement agencies organized International Scientific Conference on “Cooperation 

between Law Enforcement organizations” successfully on the shore of Khuvsgul lake, Khatgal 

soum, Khuvsgul on July 17th - 18th, 2015.  

The conference aimed at widening the cooperation on regional security issues between law 

enforcement organizations and introducing new and scientific research and studies into practice, 

even giving opportunities researchers and experts to exchange the knowledge and experience by 

ensuring participation of over 60 experts, researchers and lecturers of Mongolian and foreign 

institutions and law enforcement agencies from partner and neighbor countries.  

Even though 50 presentations considering the issues of cooperation between law enforcement 

organizations, scientific research development and regional security have been submitted to the 

conference only 10 presentations within the frame of following key issues were selected to be 

discussed in this conference.  

• Scientific research, study and professional training of law enforcement sector  

• Cooperation between law enforcement organizations in practice  

Based on the idea reflected in presentations and views and perspectives of researchers the 

conference the following recommendation has been developed  

 

First. Cooperation between law enforcement organizations during the law reform:  

- Develop policy documentation after having conducted research and monitoring on the present 

stage of law for each agency, their organizational structure and cooperation under the authority of 

Ministry of Justice;  

- Integrate law enforcement acts and its reform with Law sector policy and development program; 

organize the cooperation between law enforcement organizations in international level;  

- Make new amendments to the Law on Border considering the issues of vacating the locals who 

repeatedly offend the border checkpoint out of border area, taking appropriate administrative mea-

sures against them even broaden its types and volume and making legal regulation of promotion 

mechanism for the people who help border crime combating; Identify the major forces of increased 

number of crimes committed on border checkpoint;  



- Inflect new study and research findings of prisoners socialization process and its ways as well 

prison security mechanism on newly drafted Law on Court decision execution.  

- Organize researchers and scientists discussion in relation to the proposing new law drafts  

- Increase non-commissioned officers role, participation and value among law enforcement 

community and establish non-commissioned officers council;  

 

Second.Cooperation on regional and border security:  

- Formalize cooperation plan between Mongolian national security agencies on Border line and 

border area and coordinate its administration, organizational structure, personnel by special or-

der;19  

- Develop military tactics and technics during the emergent and risky situation of border area, 

to organize joint field-training to modify immediate duties no less than once a year;  

- Improve local law enforcement agencies role and cooperation to secure the border area and 

regional and local government system;  

- In regard of the livestock theft getting more organized there is an immediate need to build 

engineering net walls against the increased number of livestock theft through border and establish 

border post, guards and engineering equipment based on the border violation studies to increase 

border control density;  

- Increase the number of assistant members of state border protection and to have them been in 

charge of remote area where the guards can’t reach easily to prevent border violation; Even 

organize volunteer and joint groups who participate in border protection to some extent.  

- Establish “Border commission” under the authority of President of Mongolia which settle 

Mongolian border related issues following the good practice in Russian Federation.  

 

Third. Cooperation on crime prevention and detection:  

- Share and exchange information with other law enforcement agencies and create united 

database to combat, prevent and detect crimes;  

- Enhance the cooperation between National police agency and National border protection 

authority to combat transnational organized crime and create legal environment for border 

violation and crime scene investigation;  

- Improve the community cooperation to combat, detect and prevent the crimes on border and 

focus more on border area security;  

- Increase the role of forensic experts in crime investigation process and use the forensic experts 

statement as a evidence in the stages of interrogation and crime recording ;  

- Make crime detection process much more faster and invite the forensic experts of other 

collaborated countries law enforcement agencies to introduce new technics and technology trends;  

- Establish a legal consulting center devoted for protecting Russian travellers in Mongolia and 

Monglians in Russian Federation from criminal attack and providing them legal assistance.  

- Increase effectiveness in crime detection in an area partially owned by all three agency of Border 

protection, Court decision execution and Emergency management in a way of intensifying their 

cooperation in learning the specifics and clearing up different perspectives of each agency.  



 

Fourth. Cooperation on security issue of criminals separation and imprisonment:  

- Improve the prison security operation and conduct research and studies on the process of 

renewing the cooperation rule between the law enforcement agencies during the situation that 

prisoners escape and other emergency situations;  

- Create appropriate legal environment for the people who have been released from prison to help 

them to socialize, and introduce Probation system which proved its success in other countries in 

Mongolia;  

- Implement the different ways that sentence is served within the frame of international law and 

standard and improve the cooperation and develop the scientific research in this field;  

- Renew the prison, probation center and security system for incanceration and even alternatives 

to incanceration keeping up to regional standart.  

- Establish new agency devoted for socializing prisoners; develop scientific based policy on how 

to adapt prisoners in society and change their attitudes in in new environment.  

- Develop programs of psychology in terms of prison specific circumstance.  

- Increase the participation of government and non-governmental organizations in improving 

penal labour as well as improve its legal environment.  

 

Fifth. Cooperation on emergency and fire management:  

- Introduce international standard of wild fire management and international act by United 

Nations step by step; To improve cooperation between National emergency management agency 

and Border protection authority to improve legal environment for suppressing wild fire on border;  

- Improve the cooperation between National emergency management agency, National Border 

protection authority and General authority for specialized agency during the emergent situation 

and animal and human infectious disease spread on border and border point;  

- Cooperate with Siberian research and development institution of Russia on detecting the wild 

fire on border in quick response and develop and implement the innovation project of unmanned 

aircrafts and machinery;  

- Do disaster risk assessment for territtory of law enforcement agencies, develop and broaden 

partnership and cooperation on disaster management;  

- Organize disaster prevention and protection training and promoting activities among law 

enforcement agencies and develop recommendation of disaster prevention on the region;  

 

Sixth. Cooperation on professional training for law enforcement agency personnel:  

- Organize professional training for border security personnel and have them had knowledge 

and practical exploitation of international conventions and related laws of border violation inves-

tigation where Mongolia joined;  

- Broaden the cooperation on wild fire management between neighbor countries and organize joint 

command training for law enforcement agencies staff in national and international level to 

maintain preparedness and exchange the experience;  



- Establish regional training center for emergency and disaster management, organize advanced 

professional training for rescuers selected from local law enforcement agencies  

- Improve the cooperation between law enforcement university and other agencies by organizing 

training in working places to improve professional knowledge and ability of law enforcement 

personnel;  

- Provide police, border protection and court decision execution officers opportunity to participate 

in long and short term professional training organized in and abroad.  

- Develop training program for correctional officers up into international experience.  

- Organize professional trainings for law enforcement officers constantly.  

 

Seventh. Cooperation on development of innovation, scientific research and training of law 

enforcement sector: 

- Constitute research group with representatives from neighbour and other countries to do 

comparative research on law enforcement policy and development of ther foreign countries;  

- Conform the training policy to increase the number of researchers and experts of law enforcement 

culture and psychology;  

- Identify law enforcement graduates qualification based on the development and new trend of law 

enforcement sector;  

- Introduce training technology of solving problems and develop training program in 

accordance with international standard;  

- Develop professional training program for law enforcement staff to make them gain law 

enforcement basic knowledge and competence;  

- Conduct scientific research and studies on introducing new technic technology and standards 

into operation of court order execution and security in collaboration with Russian and other 

countries court order execution agencies and academic research and training institutions;  

- Renew the program of course “Basics to the disaster and fire management operation”; Police 

institute cooperate with Emergency management institute and professor’s team on educating 

criminal investigators and recorders in fire technics analysis;  

- Conduct well balanced theoretical and practical research on disaster and fire management and 

train the this field researchers systematically moreover organize the professional training for local 

emergency management officers;  

- Implement the joint project and program to develop and support scientific research and studies 

capacity of law enforcement agencies;  

- Organize scientific conference and forum on challenging issues of law enforcement sector and 

its future trend ensuring participation of experts, researchers and lecturers of Mongolian and 

foreign institutions and law enforcement agencies from partner and neighbor countries.  

- Organize scientific conference and forum on transnational organized crime such as trafficking 

in fire arm, drug trade and human being ensuring participation of experts, researchers and lecturers 

of Mongolian and foreign institutions and law enforcement agencies from partner and neighbor 

countries.  



- Constitute international researchers team to conduct studies on law enforcement policy 

comparison between developed countiries and their future trend as for being a member of the team.  
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